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Retail Sales
Spending Up Ahead of Lockdown Hit
•

Australians continued to open their wallets in May 2021 with retail sales increasing by 0.4%, to
be 7.7% higher than May 2020.

•

A decline in spending in Victoria, alongside the lockdown from late May, was more than offset
by gains in other states, with strong rebounds in Queensland and Western Australia off the back
of mini-lockdowns in April.

•

By sector, spending on food (up 1.1%) drove the increase, particularly in Victoria, as shoppers
stocked up on essentials before the lockdown. Excluding food, retail sales were down 0.1%.

•

The transition from goods to services spending continued, with cafés, restaurants and takeaway
food services up 0.7% while spending on household goods (-1.1%) and in department stores
(-0.7%) fell and spending on new clothes, footwear and other personal items was flat.

•

Relative to December 2019, spending is up across all states and territories, with Western
Australia leading the way with 16.3% growth and Victoria recording the weakest growth at 8.1%.

•

While the outlook for consumer spending remains strong, the lockdown in Victoria over late
May and early June and more recent lockdowns in New South Wales, Queensland, Western
Australia and the Northern Territory will drag on spending in June and July.

•

A key factor will be whether lockdowns are able to be contained or whether they are extended
beyond current timeframes. Extended lockdowns will have greater impacts on consumer and
business confidence and retail spending.
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Australians continued to open their wallets in May 2021 with retail sales increasing by 0.4%, to be
7.7% higher than May 2020. This follows the preliminary estimate of a 0.1% increase in May.
A decline in spending in Victoria, alongside the lockdown from late May, was more than offset by
gains in other states, with strong rebounds in Queensland and Western Australia off the back of
mini-lockdowns in April.
By sector, spending on food drove the increase, with a 1.1% increase in food retailing, particularly
in Victoria, which saw a 5.0% rise in spending in supermarkets and grocery stores, as shoppers
stocked up on essential food and other goods as lockdowns were announced.
Excluding spending on food, retail sales were down 0.1%.
During the pandemic, shopping patterns changed and Australians significantly increased their
spending on goods, particularly household goods and electronics as people adapted to working
from home and upgraded their entertainment equipment, while decreasing their spending on
services as lockdowns forced people to spend more time in their homes.
As restrictions have continued to be relaxed over the past few months, this trend has been
reversing, with spending in cafés, restaurants and takeaway food services returning to prepandemic levels in April 2021. This continued in May with spending in cafés, restaurants and
takeaway food services increasing by 0.7% while spending on household goods and in department
stores decreased by 1.1% and 0.7%, respectively. Spending on new clothes, footwear and other
personal items was flat.
Over time, this trend is expected to continue as shopping patterns normalise across the country.
However, spending patterns have been disrupted again by recent lockdowns in Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory.
Online spending as a share of total spending also continued to decline over the month, after
increasing significantly during the initial stages of the outbreak. The share of online sales fell
0.1 percentage points to 9.1% of total spending. However, this remains well above the prepandemic share around 6%. Changes to consumer preferences and business practices will mean
that the share of online spending is likely to remain at much higher levels in the future than prior
to the pandemic.
States and Territories
Spending in Victoria declined by 0.9% in May, falling in four of the six categories as it was impacted
by lockdowns which impacted the end of May and beginning of June. Spending increased on food
and other retailing as people stocked up on essentials. On the other hand, Queensland and
Western Australia saw large increases in May of 1.6% and 1.3%, respectively, reflecting pent-up
demand as shoppers returned to the stores following restriction-affected sales in April.
Spending across the other states was mixed, with Tasmania, the ACT and New South Wales up,
while the Northern Territory and South Australia were down.
Relative to December 2019, spending is up across all states and territories, with Western Australia
leading the way with 16.3% growth and Victoria recording the weakest growth at 8.1%.
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Retail Sales by State
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Outlook
The outlook for consumer spending remains strong, supported by ongoing improvements in the
labour market, low interest rates, further growth in dwelling prices and the vaccine rollout.
However, the lockdown in Victoria over late May and early June and more recent lockdowns in
New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory will drag on
spending in June and July.
As in previous episodes, the lockdowns will disproportionately impact businesses in services
sectors like hospitality and tourism. This will be a challenging period for some businesses. Notably,
spending at cafés and restaurants had only recently returned to pre-pandemic levels and now will
be hit again by another round of lockdowns.
A key factor will be whether lockdowns are extended beyond their current timeframes. Extended
lockdowns will have greater impacts on consumer and business confidence and retail spending.
While JobKeeper is no longer available to support affected businesses and their staff, various other
state and federal government support programs and the large buffer of savings that households
built up during the pandemic will provide support to those directly and indirectly impacted.
Jarek Kowcza, Senior Economist
Ph: 02-8254-3251
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The Detail
The information contained in this report (“the Information”) is provided for, and is only to be use d by, persons in Aus tralia. The inform ation may not
comply with the laws of another jurisdiction. The Information is general in nature and does not take into account the particular investment objectives
or financial s ituation of any potential reader. It does not constitute, and should not be relie d on as, financial or investme nt a dvice or
recommendations (expressed or implied) and is not an invitation to take up securities or other financial products or services. No decision should be
made on the basis of the Information without first seeking expert financia l advice. For persons with whom Bank of Melbourne has a contract to supply
Information, the supply of the Information is made under that contract and Bank of Melbourne’s agreed terms of supply apply. Bank of Melbourne
does not represent or guarantee tha t the Information is accurate or free from errors or omissions and Bank of Melbourne disclaims any duty of care in
relation to the Information and liability for any reliance on investment decis ions made us ing the Information. The Information is subject to change.
Terms, conditions and any fees apply to Bank of Melbourne products and deta ils are available. Bank of Melbourne or its officers, agents or employees
(including persons involved in preparation of the Information) may have financial interests in the markets discussed in the I nformation. Bank of
Melbourne owns copyright in the information unless otherwise indica ted. The Information should not be reproduced, distributed, linked or
transmitted without the written consent of Bank of Melbourne.

Any unauthorised use or dissem ination is prohibite d. Neither Bank of Melbourne- A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141
AFSL 233714 ACL 233714, nor any of Westpac’s subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
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